Non-ideal optical isotropy of blue phase liquid crystal
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Since 1981, blue phase liquid crystal (BPLC) was regarded as optical isotropy and high contrast ratio (CR) should be achieved easily. However, low CR of BPLC display was reported in all literatures. Here, we show BPLC is non-ideal optical isotropy which leads to poor CR. In our report, BPLC not only revealed primary structure of double-twist cylinder and secondary structure of lattice but also revealed tertiary structure of self-alignment on electrode surface. This finding will be useful to improve CR and inspire researches in display industry and academics. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4887371]

Polymer-stabilized blue phase liquid crystal (BPLC) was well defined as three-dimension nanostructures and revealed three thermodynamic lattices, blue phase I, blue phase II, and blue phase III.1,2 Nanostructure of BPLC showed excellent optoelectronic properties. For example, optical isotropy showed alignment free and voltage-off state. Short coherent length contributed to microsecond response time.3,4 Consideration above advantages; BPLC was regarded as next-generation display. Initially, BPLC display rendered many issues such as narrow stable temperature range, high driving voltage, large hysteresis, and poor charging. However, all of these issues have been overcome. Stable temperature range of BPLC was enlarged by polymer stabilization.5 Low driving voltage of 8.4 Vrms was achieved by electrode design and BPLC materials.6,7 Hysteresis free was obtained by vertical-field switching (VFS) and dual-frequency driving.5,9 Full charge was proposed by bootstrapping method.10 In 2013, BPLC display was also demonstrated by using groove cell.11

Since 1981, BPLC was regarded as optical isotropic material and high contrast ratio (CR) should be achieved easily. However, low CR was reported in all literatures.12–14 In this report, BPLC reveals non-ideal optical isotropy which leads to low CR. In order to investigate issue of optical isotropy, dark state of BPLC was analyzed by laser-detector system.14 R633 nm was used for light source of laser. Transmission axis of the front linear polarizer was fixed and crossed to the analyzer. BPLC sample was located between polarizer and analyzer. Light leakage was collected and measured by laser detector. Without a sample, the extinction ratio of the dark state of IPS was defined as angle between electrode axis of IPS and the dark state was measured at θ = 0°–90°. Initially, dark state of empty cell was analyzed and showed in Figure 1(b). Both IPS and VFS cell showed small dark state (<1.00 × 10−3%) and revealed no significant change at different θ. Subsequently, BPLC was injected into VFS cell. After polymeric stabilization, dark state of VFS revealed the same trend of empty cell (Figure 1(c)). It showed no significant change at different θ, but dark state revealed one order larger (3.33 × 10−2%) than empty cell. However, BPLC revealed different manner in dark state of IPS cell (Figure 1(d)). Result showed large dark state of 1.20 × 10−2% at θ = 45° and small dark state of 1.07 × 10−2% and 1.01 × 10−2% at θ = 0° and θ = 90°, respectively. Compared to VFS with IPS cell, light leakage of VFS cell was three-times larger than that of IPS cell. Overall, dark state revealed trend of VFS > IPS > empty cell. According to dark state result of IPS cell, BPLC can be regarded as non-ideal optical isotropic material. For example, if BPLC was perfect optical isotropic material, dark state should be cell-structure independence and showed high CR. However, experimental data revealed different dark state in IPS cell at variation of θ. Consequently, BPLC was regarded as non-ideal optical material which can be explained by twist-nematic liquid crystal (TNLC) model.14

Consideration to interaction between electrode and BPLC, mechanism of BPLC self-assembly and alignment were proposed (Figure 2). Ideally, BPLC was regarded as optical isotropy and linear polarization light showed the same optical behavior after passed through BPLC (Figure 2(a)). However, it revealed different manner in practical research. Generally, it was well known that TNLC display rendered normally white and incident light passed through optoelectronic device at voltage-off state. BPLC revealed similar anti-isotropic behavior as TNLC, but only performed in nanodomain. As showed in Figure 2(b), non-ideal optical isotropic BPLC was consisted by BPLC lattices which rendered dimension in nanoscale.4 In other word, when incident light passed through nanoscale lattice of non-ideal optical isotropic BPLC, phase retardation was found due to non-
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ideal optical isotropy of BPLC. This indicated that linear polarization light revealed slightly rotated after incident light passed through BPLC (orange line). The rotation direction was correlated to the rotatory power of BPLC. For example, if BPLC revealed right-hand rotatory power, the incident light showed in slightly right-hand rotation.

In addition, TNLC showed alignment in electrode surface due to anchoring force between TNLC and electrode. BPLC also revealed similar alignment behavior as TNLC, but only performed in nanoscale. As showed in Figure 2(c), BPLC lattices interacted with electrode surface and revealed self-assembly into elliptical tertiary structures. It was well known that BPLC lattice was consisted by primary structure of double twist cylinder (DTC) which revealed dimension in diameter of 10 nm and length of 200 nm.1 In order to maintain the thermodynamic stability, DTCs self-assembled into secondary structure of body-cube-center (BBC) lattices which rendered dimension in 200 × 200 × 200 nm3.1 After BBC lattices interacted with electrode surface, non-ideal optical isotropic BPLC re-combined into elliptical structures.

**FIG. 1.** Measurement of dark state by laser-detector system: (a) Definition of angle between transmittance axis of analyzer and electrode axis; (b) dark state of empty cell; (c) dark state of VFS BPLC cell, and (d) dark state of IPS BPLC cell.

**FIG. 2.** Conceptual diagram of BPLC self-assembly and alignment: (a) Ideal optical isotropy, (b) non-ideal optical isotropy, (c) self-assembly of BPLC on electrode surface, (d) random distributed in VFS cell, and (e) directional alignment along electrode axis in IPS cell.
TABLE I. Dark state measurement by colorimeter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>$\theta = 0^\circ$</th>
<th>$\theta = 45^\circ$</th>
<th>$\theta = 90^\circ$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JC-BP01M</td>
<td>0.3565</td>
<td>0.5308</td>
<td>0.3141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC-BP06N</td>
<td>0.1867</td>
<td>0.3391</td>
<td>0.1973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i.e., tertiary structures, Figure 2(c)) due to TNLC anchoring force and aspect-ratio effect of nanostructures.\textsuperscript{15–18} Initially, the interaction between BPLC and electrode was raised by TNLC anchoring force. Subsequently, the anchoring was enhanced by aspect-ratio effect due to nanostructure of BBC lattice. Consequently, tertiary structures of BPLC resulted in light leakage, especially in electrode edge. According to dark state result of IPS cell (Figure 1(d)), the curve revealed Gauss distribution which was consistent with the self-assembly of elliptical structures.

Considering cell-structure effect, alignment of BPLC showed different behavior in VFS and IPS cell. Comparison of VFS and IPS, BPLC randomly distributed on top and bottom electrode surfaces of VFS (Figure 2(d)), while aligned along with electrode axis of IPS cell (Figure 2(e)). Consequently, VFS revealed more distributed area than IPS and dark state resulted in three-time larger than that of IPS (3.33 × 10^{-2} in VFS and 1.07–1.20 × 10^{-2} in IPS). VFS revealed no significant change at different $\theta$, because BPLC randomly distributed on electrode surface. In contrary, BPLC directionally aligned on electrode axis of IPS cell and rendered phase retardation along electrode axis. Phase retardation along electrode axis can be greatly reduced by adjusting electrode axis parallel to polarizer or analyzer and revealed small dark state at $\theta = 0^\circ$ and 45$^\circ$.

In order to double confirm result of dark state, measurement and BPLC materials were changed. Dark state was obtained by nit index measurement (luminance colorimeter system).\textsuperscript{19} Commercial BPLC of JC-BP01M ($\Delta = 94$) and JC-BP06N ($\Delta = 491$) were obtained from JNC Corporation. Consequently, nit index (Table I) was consistent with the result of laser-detector system (Figure 1). Both JC-BP01M and JC-BP06N revealed large nit index at $\theta = 45^\circ$ and small nit index at $\theta = 0^\circ$ and 90$^\circ$.

The light leakage of IPS cell can be directly observed by polarized optical microscope (POM) and the images showed large different at $\theta = 0^\circ–90^\circ$. However, POM images were obtained from the same IPS cell. As showed in Figure 3, images of $\theta = 0^\circ$ and 90$^\circ$ revealed slightly light leakage (Figures 3(a)–3(d)), while image of $\theta = 45^\circ$ revealed severe light leakage due to non-ideal optical isotropic effect (Figure 3(e)). In large magnitude of POM image, light leakage was located on the edge of electrode (Figure 3(f)). Consequently, POM image was consistent with laser-detector system and nit index measurement.

In conclusion, BPLC was regarded as optical isotropy for three decades; however, we found it should be non-ideal optical isotropy due to optical rotatory power and self-alignment. BPLC not only revealed primary structure of double-twist cylinder and secondary structure of lattice but also rendered tertiary structure of self-alignment on electrode surface. Furthermore, light leakage was cell dependence and light leakage due to non-ideal optical isotropic BPLC will impact academic researches and industrial applications.
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\caption{Images of polarized-optical microscope obtained from the same IPS cell at $\theta = 0^\circ$ (a,b), 45$^\circ$ (c,f), and 90$^\circ$ (c,d).}
\end{figure}
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